Plainwell Elementary Schools
Cooper, Gilkey and Starr Elementary
2020-2021
Home/School Compact
When  everyone works together for the child’s benefit learning is increased This year,  each of us
promises to do our part to follow the 8 Keys of Excellence to see that ________________________ 
is  successful in school. 
As a STUDENT, I agree to:
1. Show Commitment by attending school every day unless I am sick. 
2. Show This Is It!  and Commitment by doing my personal best on my school assignments.
3. Understand that Failure Leads to Success by asking my teacher questions when I do not
understand something.
4. Take Ownership and have Integrity by doing my homework as it is assigned. 
5. Show Commitment, This Is It! , and Ownership by paying attention in class. 
6. Show Flexibility by trying something on my own and asking teachers how to do something if I get frustrated.
7. Demonstrate the 8 Keys in everything I do. 
Student  Signature: ____________________________________________________
As a PARENT, I agree to:
8. Show Commitment/Ownership by talking to my child about his/her school activities every day.
9. Show Flexibility by helping my student become independent, helping them think of more than one way to solve a problem and
supporting them with school work. 
10. Show Commitment to helping my student find Balance by eating well and getting the right amount of sleep each 

night.
11. Show Commitment/Ownership by attending all conferences. 
12. Show Integrity by supporting a cooperative partnership between home and school. 
13. Show Integrity by being a positive role model to my child. 
Parent Signature: 

 ___________________________________________________

As a TEACHER I agree to:
14.  Show Commitment and Ownership by providing high quality learning experiences in my classroom.
15.  Show Integrity by maintaining high behavioral and academic expectations for all children. 
16.  Show Integrity by supporting a cooperative partnership between home and school. 
17.  Show Integrity by being a positive role model for your child. 
18.  Show Commitment and Integrity by providing a safe, respectful learning environment for your child. 
19. Show  Flexibility by using a variety of teaching techniques to help your child learn. 
Teacher  Signature: 

 __________________________________________________

